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Crude closure algorithms based on equilibrium large scale statistical theories involving only a few
constraints are developed here. These algorithms involve the nonlinear evolution of either a single
parameter, the energy, for dynamic closure based on equilibrium energy-enstrophy statistical theory,
or two parameters, the energy and circulation, for crude dynamic closure based on the equilibrium
point vortex statistical theory. The crude closure algorithms are tested systematically through
numerical experiments with the Navier–Stokes equations in two dimensions on a rectangular
domain with stress-free boundary conditions and strong small scale forcing at moderately large
Reynolds numbers. A series of successively more stringent tests is devised with conditions ranging
from freely decaying flows to spin-up from rest by random forcing with like signed vortices, and
finally to random forcing by vortices with alternating or opposite signs. Comparison of standard
spectral simulations with crude dynamic closure based on the two-parameter theory yields at most
5% velocity errors for all of these examples. The velocity errors can be as large as 10% for the
one-parameter closure theory but are often comparable to those obtained with the two-parameter
closure. The results of numerical experiments with Ekman drag are also discussed here. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~97!00211-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important practical issue for modeling fluid flow
which exhibit organized large scale structures, such as g
physical flows in a wide variety of circumstances,1,2 involves
the development of crude closure models. Such crude clo
dynamics should quantitatively capture evolving nonline
large scale behavior with reasonable accuracy via the ev
tion of a small number of parameters.

Here we propose and develop crude closure dynam
based on equilibrium large scale statistical theories involv
only a few constraints. The algorithms for these crude c
sure dynamics are motivated by a recent analytical and
merical study by Majda and Holen3 and are developed in
Sec. II. They involve the nonlinear evolution of either
single parameter, the energy, for dynamic closure based
equilibrium energy-enstrophy statistical theory,4–6 or two pa-
rameters, the energy and circulation, for crude dynamic
sure based on the equilibrium point vortex statisti
theory.7–10

These crude dynamic closure algorithms are designe
Sec. II through enforcing the following two assumptions:

~1! All dissipation of energy and circulation occurs in th
large scale statistical flow.

~2! The effect of small scale forcing is to instantaneou
change the large scale statistical structure to a new la
scale statistical structure with an adjusted energy
circulation.

We do not consider crude dynamic closure algorithms h
which are based on the more recent equilibrium statist
theories involving many conserved quantitites11,12 for two
reasons. First, the rigorous theory from Sec. II of Majda a
Holen3 establishes that large scale statistical macrostate
these theories preserve only the energy, the circulation,
perhaps the extrema of the typical microstate vorticity; t
Phys. Fluids 9 (11), November 1997 1070-6631/97/9(11)/3431
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fact suggests that, in some contexts, utilizing only a f
judicious constraints might be simpler and more appropria
Second, we strongly damp and drive the fluid flows in o
study here so that such higher order equilibrium statist
information based on inviscid dynamics is rapidly lost
time.

In Sec. III, we test the crude dynamic closure theo
developed in Sec. II on solutions of the Navier–Stokes eq
tions in two dimensions defined on a rectangular dom
with stress-free boundary conditions and with strong sm
scale forcing at moderately large Reynolds numbers. We
the crude dynamic closure algorithms under increasin
stringent conditions ranging from freely decaying flows
spin-up from rest by random forcing with like signed vor
ces, and finally to random forcing by vortices with alterna
ing or opposite sign. We compare standard 1282 spectral
code numerical simulations with crude dynamic closu
based on only two evolving parameters in the point vor
theory, or based on a single evolving parameter in
energy-enstrophy theory. Through this wide range of sim
lations the velocity is computed accurately by the tw
parameter crude closure theory within roughly 5% erro
The single-parameter dynamic closure based on the ene
enstrophy theory yields somewhat larger velocity errors
the order of 10%–15% for decaying flows or forced flow
with alternating sign vortices, but yields comparable err
as the two-parameter closure theory in the case with spin
through random forcing.

In Sec. IV, we summarize the utility of the crude closu
dynamics in a study analogous to that presented in Sec.
but with Newtonian viscosity replaced by Ekman drag dis
pation. Since Newtonian viscosity selectively dissipa
smaller length scales while drag dissipation is scale indep
dent, the assumptions in~1! and~2! in devising crude closure
dynamics are more questionable in this context. Furtherm
3431/12/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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there are rigorous analytical reasons developed in Sec. I
Majda and Holen,3 which establish that for purely decayin
flows, strong Ekman drag dissipation prevents the suffic
large scale mixing necessary for utilizing evolving crude s
tistical dynamics. Despite the potential shortcomings,
find that with drag dissipation, the crude dynamic closu
theory based upon two parameters yields velocities that
accurate within 10%–20% for all the test problems stud
previously in Sec. III. On the other hand, the crude dynam
closure utilizing a single parameter from energy-enstrop
statistical theory has larger velocity errors of the order
30%–40% for some cases studied here.

II. CRUDE CLOSURE DYNAMICS

We consider the barotropic fluid equations with damp
and driving in a two-dimensional regionV with stress-free
boundary conditions. Letv denote the velocity andv the
vorticity of the fluid. To incorporate dissipative effects w
consider two mechanisms: Newtonian viscosity and Ekm
drag. With Newtonian viscosity,n.0, the barotropic fluid
equations reduce to the vorticity formulation of the tw
dimensional incompressible Navier–Stokes equations:

]v

]t
1v•¹v5nDv1F. ~1!

With Ekman drag,d.0, the dynamic evolution ofv is gov-
erned by

]v

]t
1v•¹v52dv1F. ~2!

Here the velocityv and the vorticityv are related to the
stream functionc by

v5Dc, ~3!

v5¹'c5S 2
]c

]y
,
]c

]x D . ~4!

The forcingF is chosen to mimic a random bombardment
the flow with localized vortices of radiusr ,

F5(
j >1

d~ t2t j !v r~x2xj !. ~5!

At any timet the energyE and the circulationG are given by

E~ t !5
1

2 E
V

uvu252
1

2 E
V

vc, ~6!

G~ t !5E
V

v. ~7!

A crucial difference between the two types of dissipati
considered is that Ekman drag dissipates energy at all sc
equally, whereas Newtonian viscosity dissipates much m
strongly at the smaller scales.

For simplicity in exposition and for the applications
Secs. III and IV below, we specialize the regionV to the
torusT2, which is 2p periodic in each direction. In addition
we restrict ourselves to flows with symmetries, that is wh
the stream functionc has the restricted Fourier expansion
3432 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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c~x,y,t !5 (
k1 ,k2>1

ak1 ,k2
~ t !sin~k1x!sin~k2y!. ~8!

In fact, these flows are equivalent to flows in the squ
h5~0,p!3~0,p! with free-slip boundary conditions on th
sides of the square.

Given a small set of constraints, such as the energy
the circulation, what is the most probable flow configuratio
v* , at statistical equilibrium? The energy-enstrophy stati
cal theory4–6 defines the macrostatev* using a single param
eter, the energy, whereas the point vortex statist
theory7–10 requires both the energy and the circulation. Bo
statistical theories yieldv* andc* as the solution of a non
linear elliptic equation inV,

v* 5 f ~c* ;E,G!, ~9!

where f 5 f (c* ;E) in the case of the energy-enstroph
theory.

In the case of flows onT2, the macrostates given by th
energy-enstrophy theory reduce to the ground state eig
functions of the Laplacian,

Dc* 52c* . ~10!

Due to the symmetry constraint~8! the macrostates of the
energy-enstrophy statistical theory are the Taylor vortice

v* 5A sin x sin y, ~11!

whereA is any parameter. Here there are two ground sta
for a given energy with coefficient6A and the uniqueness i
enforced by the sign of the circulation.

The statistical theory of point vortices in the period
setting leads to the familiar Sinh–Poisson equation,

Dcc,b* 52c sinh~bcc,b* !, ~12!

where the parametersb andc are Lagrange multipliers and
are uniquely determined byE and G. The analytic expres-
sions for the solution of the Sinh–Poisson equation in t
special periodic setting are described in Sec. II B.

An examination of the forcing function written in~5!
and utilized in Secs. III and IV reveals that the force involv
the addition of a single equal strength smoothed point vor
at each timet j ; this is precisely consistent with the math
ematically rigorous statistical mechanics limit in dilute vo
tex gases established for this method.10 It is an interesting
issue whether similar performance, as we achieved in Sec
for crude closure obtained by the point vortex theory, co
also be achieved by utilizing a similar crude closure based
some of the other two-constraint statistical theories.5,6,13The
situation described in Sec. III B~shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6
where a strong core vortex develops! is a particularly inter-
esting test case.

A. Description of the crude closure dynamics

In this section we investigate whether the two equil
rium statistical theories briefly outlined above can be used
define crude closure dynamics for time-dependent flows
nonequilibrium forced regime. In other words, can we co
struct an algorithm which predicts the temporal evolution
M. J. Grote and A. J. Majda
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bulk features of the flow, such as the energy and the cir
lation, using only the statistical macrostates and with
solving the flow equations?

Let us assume that the flow is initially at statistical eq
librium, which is completely defined by its energy and po
sibly its circulation. As time progresses, the flow evolv
under the constant action of small scale forcing and diss
tion. This is where the two assumptions we made in Se
are crucial. With the addition of every new localized vorte
the energy and circulation slightly change, thereby forc
the large scale flow into a new statistical state with adjus
energy and circulation. Next, due to dissipation, the ene
and circulation decrease; again we estimate that decline
assuming that all dissipation occurs in the large scales of
flow. This strategy will enable us to devise a crude clos
algorithm, which captures the large scale behavior of
damped and driven flow only by tracking the energy a
possibly the circulation, without actually solving the flu
equations.

As the flow evolves under the constant bombardm
with localized vortices, it alternates between two extre
flow regimes: a phase of applied forcing and a phase of p
decay. We begin with the addition of a single vortexv at t
5 t̄ to the current approximate statev̄ of the flow. Let t̄2

denote the instant just before andt̄1 the instant right after the
event. Then

c t̄1
5c̄ t̄2

1c, ~13!

v t̄1
5v̄ t̄2

1v. ~14!

How much doE andG increase in time from adding a vorte
at t̄? By using~13! and ~14! in ~6! and ~7!, we immediately
obtain

E~ t̄1!5E~ t̄2!2E
V

c̄v2
1

2EV
cv, ~15!

and

G~ t̄1!5G~ t̄2!1E
V

v. ~16!

Sincec̄, v, andc are explicitly known, we can evaluate th
right-hand sides of~15! and~16! to update the energy and th
circulation. These new values ofE and G define the new
statev̄ of the approximate solution via Eq.~9!, which de-
pends on the statistical theory considered.

Next, we letDt denote the time interval between forcin
by two successive random vortices. Given the approxim
solution v̄ at t5 t̄1 , we need to determine the evolution
the approximate dynamics during the decay phase,t̄1<t
, t̄1Dt, up to the instant just before adding the next loc
ized vortex, t5 t̄1Dt. To do so, we must determine th
change in energy and circulation in a situation without fo
ing.

In the case of Ekman drag it is straightforward to der
exact expressions for the evolution of the energy and
circulation in a situation of pure decay,

E~ t !5e22dDtE~ t̄1!, ~17!
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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G~ t !5e2dDtG~ t̄1!, t̄1<t, t̄1Dt. ~18!

By applying ~17! and ~18! at t5( t̄1Dt)2 , we obtain the
new values ofE and G. This defines the new approximat
dynamics solutionv̄ through Eq. ~9! and completes the
crude dynamics closure for Ekman drag.

In the case of Newtonian dissipation, we do not ha
simple exact expressions that describe the evolution ofE and
G. Thus we need to estimate the change inE andG over the
decay phase,t̄1<t, t̄1Dt by using an approximate solutio
of ~2! with F50. To do so, we approximate the vorticity b
the first order term in the Taylor series expansion,

ṽ5v̄1~ t2 t̄ !
]v̄

]t U
t̄ 1

. ~19!

We remark that higher order or Pade´ approximations also
can be used, but our results below in Sec. III indicate t
these more sophisticated approximations are not nee
Sincec̄ solves Eq.~9!, the nonlinear terms in Eq.~2! vanish
at t5 t̄1 , and we obtain

]v̄

]t
5nD f ~ c̄;Ē,Ḡ!, t5 t̄1 . ~20!

Here Ē and Ḡ denote the~fixed! energy and circulation as
sociated withv̄ at t5 t̄1 via ~9!. We introduce Eq.~20! into
Eq. ~19!, which yields

ṽ5v̄1n~ t2 t̄ !D f ~ c̄;Ē,Ḡ!, t̄1<t, t̄1Dt. ~21!

The accuracy of this approximation mainly depends on
size ofn(t2 t̄ ). By usingṽ from Eq. ~21!, we calculate the
approximate change inĒ andḠ. The approximate new value
of the circulation,Ḡ(t), is

Ḡ~ t !5G~ t̄1!1n~ t2 t̄ !E
V

D f ~ c̄;Ē,Ḡ!,

t̄1<t, t̄1Dt. ~22!

To compute the change inE, we recall that

]E~ t !

]t
52nE

V
u¹vu252nE

V
v2. ~23!

Next we integrate Eq.~23! in time over@ t̄1 , t̄1Dt), with v
replaced byṽ, and use Eq.~21! to evaluate the integra
explicitly. This yields the approximate new value of the e
ergy, Ē(t),

Ē~ t !5Ē2n~ t2 t̄ !E
V

v̄22~n~ t2 t̄ !!2E
V

v̄D f ~ c̄;Ē,Ḡ!

2
~n~ t2 t̄ !!3

3 E
V

@D f ~ c̄;Ē,Ḡ!#2. ~24!

Finally, we sett5( t̄1Dt)2 in Eq. ~24! to updateĒ and Ḡ,
which completes the crude dynamics closure for the baro
pic fluid equations with Newtonian dissipation.

We emphasize that the formulas derived above, wh
define the crude closure dynamics, track the energy and
culation only approximately. Indeed, whether for Ekm
drag or for Newtonian dissipation, the interaction betwe
3433M. J. Grote and A. J. Majda
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the current state of the flowv̄ and the newly added localize
vortex v is computed only approximately; it cannot be ca
culated exactly without explicit knowledge of the exact s
lution to the flow equations. However, in the case of Ekm
dragwithout external forcing, and only in this special case
do the crude dynamics follow the evolution ofE andG ex-
actly. For the sake of clarity, we summarize the crude clos
algorithm below.

1. Crude closure algorithm

~0! At t50 matchĒ andḠ with the energy and circula
tion of the initial conditions. By Eq.~9! this defines the ini-
tial approximate statistical statev̄.

~1! Let Ē2 and Ḡ2 denote the current approximate va
ues of the energy and the circulation, which define the
tistical statev̄5 f (c̄;Ē2 ,Ḡ2) at t5 t̄2 . Compute the change
in Ē and Ḡ due to the addition of a localized vortexv,

Ē15Ē22E
V

c̄v2
1

2 E
V

cv, Ḡ15Ḡ21E
V

v. ~25!

This defines the new statistical statev̄ at t5 t̄1 via v̄
5 f (c̄;Ē1 ,Ḡ1).

~2! Compute the change inĒ and Ḡ during pure decay,
t̄,t,t1Dt.

For Ekman drag,

Ē5e22dDtĒ1 , Ḡ5e2dDtḠ1 . ~26!

For Newtonian dissipation,

Ē5Ē12nDtE
V

v̄22~nDt !2E
V

v̄D f ~ c̄ !

2
~nDt !3

3 E
V

@D f ~ c̄ !#2, ~27!

Ḡ5Ḡ11nDtE
V

D f ~ c̄ !. ~28!

This defines the new statistical statev̄ at t5 t̄1Dt.

~3! Return to~1!.

We emphasize that for given initial values of the energy a
the circulation, the crude closure algorithm marches in ti
independently and without any knowledge of the solution
Eqs. ~1! or ~2!. It only requires knowledge of the applie
external forcing and of the dissipation coefficient.

How close are the statistical states to the exact soluti
How well does the closure algorithm track the energy a
the circulation of the time-dependent evolving flow? To a
swer these questions, we shall compare the exact solu
with two types of approximate statistical states. On one ha
we shall verify theconsistencyof the equilibrium statistical
theories in a nonequilibrium regime simply by matching t
instantaneous exact energyE and circulationG of the flow.
Thus given the exact computed values ofE and G, we can
compare the statistical statev* 5 f (c* ;E,G) with the exact
solution v. On the other hand, we shall measure theaccu-
racy of the crude dynamics closure by comparing the
proximate statistical statev̄, defined above by the crude dy
3434 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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namics algorithm, with the exact solutionv. Although one
might initially be lead to believe that the statistical ma
rostates obtained by matchingE andG to those of the exac
solution would give much better results, we will provid
ample numerical evidence that this is not so. On the contr
because the evolution of bulk features in the flow, such
the energy and circulation, will prove to be remarkably we
predicted, even under harshest conditions, both the accu
of the crude closure and the consistency procedure ten
agree extremely well; in fact, it is usually quite difficult t
distinguish between them in any given situation.

To verify the consistency of the equilibrium statistic
theory, we need to compare in a quantitative fashion h
close the instantaneous vorticityv and its corresponding
stream functionc come to satisfying Eq.~9!. We introduce
the correlation function off andg

Corr~ f ,g!512
~ f ,g!2

i f i2igi2 , ~29!

where (f ,g) denotes theL2-inner product onV and i f i2 its
correspondingL2-norm. We recall that the correlation sati
fies 0<Corr(f ,g)<1 and that the correlation is zero if an
only if f andg are collinear; that is,

Corr~ f ,g!50⇔
f ~x,y!5cg~x,y!, for some constantcÞ0. ~30!

To measure how wellv satisifies Eq.~10!, we calculate
Corr~v,c!, while to determine how wellv satisifies Eq.~12!
we calculate Corr@v,sinh(bc)#.

To calculate the accuracy of the statistical theories,
must compare the exact solutionv either with the macrostate
v* , whereE andG are simply matched to the exact solutio
or with the statistical statev̄, which is defined by Eq.~9!
with Ē and Ḡ determined by the crude closure algorith
delineated above. We shall use two different error measu
the relativeL2-error in the vorticity,

Err~v,v* !5
iv~ t,.!2v* ~ t,.!i2

iv~ t,.!i2
, ~31!

and the relativeL2-error in the velocity,

Err~v,v* !5
iv~ t,.!2v* ~ t,.!i2

iv~ t,.!i2
. ~32!

Both error measures quantify the relative closeness of
statistical statev̄ or v* to the exact solution. Since we ar
strongly perturbing the flow with random localized vortice
we expect larger errors in the vorticity. Indeed Eq.~31! is a
very tough measure of the relative closeness between the
solutions of Eqs.~1! and~2! with random forcing, in particu-
lar with Ekman drag when there is no inherent disspat
mechanism to remove small scales in the flow.

B. Numerical method

We solve Eqs.~1! and~2! numerically on a 2p-periodic
domain with a pseudo-spectral method. This involves co
putingv5¹'c and¹v in Fourier space, with an exponentia
filter for dealiasing high frequencies, and then computing
M. J. Grote and A. J. Majda
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productv•¹v in physical space. The numerical scheme p
ceeds in time using an explicit fourth order Runge–Ku
method with adaptive time stepping to ensure stability as
flow accelerates. As the flow decelerates, however, we k
the time stepdt at least 10 times smaller than the time inte
val Dt between two subsequent localized vortices. For s
plicity, we set the time step in the Taylor approximation~19!
equal to the time step of the Runge–Kutta scheme.

While we cannot claim that there is detailed numeri
resolution for the smallest vortices in the computations, th
effect on the large scale features of the flow nevertheles
negligible for the computations presented here. Indeed
shown in Fig. 1 for the flow configuration described in det
in Sec. III A, the two key parameters that define the cru
closure dynamics, the energy and the circulation, har
change as we either coarsen or further refine the comp
tional grid.

1. Random forcing

The evolution of the dynamics is dictated by the exter
forcing F and is chosen to mimic a random ‘‘bombardmen
of the flow with smoothed small scale vortices,

F~x,y,t !5(
j 51

`

d~ t2t j !v r~x2xj !. ~33!

The smoothed small scale vortex is added at the rand
locationxj and has support in a disk of radiusr j ,

v r~x!5AS 12
ux2xj u2

r j
2 D 2

, ux2xj u<r j , ~34!

v r~x!50, ux2xj u.r j . ~35!

The random locationsxj are uniformly distributed insideV
within a narrow margin along the boundary. The radiir j of
the vortex patches vary randomly between 4Dx and 8Dx,
where Dx52p/128 is the mesh size. We approximate t
temporal delta functions in Eq.~33! by the large constan
value 1/dt over the time interval,t j<t<t j1dt, wheredt is
the current step size. In all calculations the amplitudeuAu of
the added vortices remained constant for all time, yet
allow for a sign change ofA. The value ofA is either equal
to one or to a percentage of the maximal vorticity of t
initial flow configuration. Unless the forcing is identicall
zero, the time interval between two subsequent vortices
mained constant and equal toDt50.1 in all computations.

FIG. 1. Convergence study on three progressively refined grids: 64364
~1 1!, 1283128 ~+ +!, and 2563256 ~plain!. Left: energyE; right: circu-
lation G.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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2. Explicit solutions of the Sinh –Poisson equation

To construct solutions of the Sinh–Poisson equat
~12!, we begin with a one-parameter family of analytic sol
tions of the Sinh–Poisson equation

vc,15Dcc,152c sinh~cc,1!. ~36!

The parameterc5c(k) is defined for 0<k<1/A2,

c~k!5 8
p~122k2!~K ~k!!2, ~37!

whereK (k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind
The exact solution is

cc,154 arctanh~C 0~k!Pk~x!Pk~y!!, ~38!

where

C 0~k!5k~12k2!21/2, ~39!

Pk~x!5cn~4~x2p/2!K ~k!/~2p!;k!, ~40!

with cn, the Jacobi cnoidal function. These exact solutio
are special cases of those derived by Ting, Chen, and Le14

By construction, these flows satisfy the symmetry conditio
in ~8!, so that these formulas define exact steady solutions
flow on the squareh. We obtain a two-parameter family o
exact solutions by rescaling Eq.~38!, which leads to the
following important relations:

cc,b5 1
bcbc,1 ~41!

E@cc,b#5
1

b2 E@cbc,1#, ~42!

G@cc,b#5 1
bG@cbc,1#. ~43!

All of the above solutionscc,b have the same symmetries a
the Taylor vortices~10!.

The two-parameter family of explicit solutions~41! is
used to parametrize the macrostates of the point vortex
tistical theory for periodic flows with symmetries, subject
the two-parameter family of energy and circulation co
straints. For a given energyE* and circulationG* , how do
we determinecc,b such that E@cc,b#5E* and G@cc,b#
5G* ? During a preprocessing step we store the graph
E@cc,1# and G@cc,1# versusc at a number of sample loca
tions in the interval@0,2#. Then for each samplebcP@0,2#,
we computeb by using Eq.~42!,

b5S E@cbc,1#

E* D . ~44!

This immediately yieldsG(cc,b) through Eq.~43!, which is
compared toG* . The correct values forb and c are then
given by the sample for whichG@cc,b# is closest toG* . We
note that this simple and cheap one-dimensional searc
procedure matches the energy exactly but the circulation
to a small error,uG@cc,b#2G* u, which can be made arbi
trarily small.

The Sinh–Poisson solution, which we will use in Se
III and IV as initial condition for our numerical experiment
is defined byk50.79; this leads to a tightly concentrate
vortex with uvumax.21.1 anduvumax.3.8.
3435M. J. Grote and A. J. Majda
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III. NEWTONIAN DISSIPATION

We shall now submit the crude dynamics closure deriv
in Sec. II for the Navier–Stokes equations~2! to a series of
successively more stringent tests. The large scale Reyn
number, Re, is defined as

Re5
2puvumax

n
. ~45!

A. Decaying flow

We begin with a purely decaying situation and setF
50 in ~2!. Akin to the test cases studied in Majda a
Holen,3 we set the initial data to be a perturbed state o
solution to the Sinh–Poisson equation, which respects
symmetries~8!. The perturbation in each quadrant consists
six random vortices of amplitude equal to 50% of the ma
mum vorticity of the underlying Sinh–Poisson flow. The in
tial maximal velocity and vorticity areuvumax.3.8 and
uvumax.21.1, respectively. Six random vortex patches, th
clockwise and three counterclockwise, with fixed amplitu
uAu5uvumax/2, are superimposed over the initial state. W
the viscosity set ton50.001, the initial Reynolds number i
about Re525 000. Figure 2 depicts selected snapshots of
vorticity at timest50,1,5,10,20,100. The small scale vor
ces, entrained by the large background vortex, interact
merge rapidly to form a large vortex, which spreads to
boundary of the domain. Hence Fig. 2 confirms qualitativ
the theory of selective decay~see Majda and Holen3!, which

FIG. 2. Snapshots of the vorticity att50,1,5,10,20,100 during pure deca
with Newtonian dissipationn50.001.
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predicts the emergence of a Taylor vortex as the long-t
solution of the 2-D Navier–Stokes equations in a perio
geometry with symmetries.

In Fig. 3, we compare the numerical solution with th
approximate solutions defined by statistical theories. The
per two frames show the relative errors in the macrosta
v* , obtained by matching the values of the energy and
culation with those of the exact solution. The Sinh–Poiss
statistical states greatly outperform the Taylor vortices, w
relative errors in the velocity of about 3% for the former a
15% for the latter. As expected, the errors in the vorticity a
substantially larger, about twice as big as the relative err
in v. The graph of the correlation immediately supports t
evidence, as the exact solution correlates very rapidly wit
Sinh–Poisson macrostate; the correlation with a Taylor v
tex, however, is fairly poor and around 0.1, which is at le
one order of magnitude larger than the correlation with
Sinh–Poisson solution. Next, we explore the accuracy of
approximate solutionv̄ determined by the crude closure a
gorithm. In the lower two frames, the exact and approxim
values for the energy,E andĒ, and for the circulation,G and
Ḡ, are shown. The two curves in each frame can barely
distinguished from each other, which demonstrates that
crude closure dynamics follow the evolution of the exa
solution remarkably well. We recall that the crude closu
dynamics evolve independently and without knowledge
the numerical solution, once the energy and circulation of
initial state have been matched att50. Surprisingly the en-
ergy of the statistical states, determined by the crude clos
algorithm using the energy-enstrophy theory, also follo
the energy of the exact solution with an error of at most 5
despite the rather poor correlation.

FIG. 3. Comparison with crude closure dynamics during pure decay, w
Newtonian dissipationn50.001. Top left: error in velocity Err~v,v* ! with
the point-vortex theory~plain! and the energy-enstrophy theory~dashed!;
top right: error in vorticity Err~v,v* ! with the point-vortex theory~plain!
and the energy-enstrophy theory~dashed!; middle left: energyE ~plain! and
approximate energyĒ predicted by the energy-enstrophy theory~dashed!;
middle right: correlation Corr@v,sinh(bc)# ~plain! and Corr~v,c! ~dashed!;
bottom left: energyE ~plain! and approximate energyĒ predicted by the
point-vortex theory~dashed!; bottom right: circulationG ~plain! and ap-
proximate circulationḠ predicted by the point vortex theory~dashed!.
M. J. Grote and A. J. Majda
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Since the statistical states are completely determined
the values ofĒ and Ḡ, which track the exact energy an
circulation within just a few percent, the relativeL2-errors of
the macrostates obtained via the crude closure dynamic
sentially coincide with the curves shown in the top tw
frames, and hence we omit showing them. Thus solving
flow equations numerically provides but little extra inform
tion for bulk features of the flow.

B. Spin-up of large vortex

Here we consider a numerical experiment radically d
ferent from the previous one. Initially at rest, the flow
bombarded with localized vortices of like negative sign a
constant amplitudeuAu51. What is the statistical quas
equilibrium state for large times with damping and drivin

In our first calculation we setn50.01, so that equilib-
rium was reached att.200, with a final Reynolds numbe
close to 4500. Initially we simply set bothĒ and Ḡ to zero.
Figure 4 depicts snapshots of the vorticity at initial and la
stages in the computation,t51,5,10,25,50,250. The initia
stages of the flow are strongly perturbed and incoherent,
with time a vortical super-structure emerges from the tur
lent flow with the vorticity concentrated in the center of t
square. In Fig. 5 we see the huge increase in energy fro
up to approximately 130, as the flow accelerates due to
incessant bombardment with small vortices. The circulati
negative since the vortex rotates clockwise, decreases fro
down to 250. The two middle frames in Fig. 5 display th
error in velocity and vorticity using the macrostates obtain
by matching the energy and enstrophy of the exact nume

FIG. 4. Snapshots of the vorticity att51,5,10,25,50,250, during vortex
build-up from zero, with Newtonian dissipationn50.01.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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solution. The relative errors, quite large during the init
stages, rapidly decrease and reach remarkably small va
3% for the velocity and 6% for the vorticity. In contrast t
the computation performed in the previous calculation,
point-vortex and the energy-enstrophy theories yield com
rable results in this situation, with large-time correlations
about 0.001 and 0.002, respectively.

Next we address the remaining crucial issue: is the cr
dynamics algorithm able to bridge over the initial chao
stages of the flow and predict the bulk features of the eme
ing super-vortex? Surprisingly, the answer to this questio
yes. Indeed in the lower two frames in Fig. 5, the errors
velocity and vorticity, obtained with the crude closure alg
rithm using the point-vortex statistical theory, are bare
larger than those obtained from the simple matching pro
dure. The behavior of the crude closure dynamics using
energy-enstrophy theory is almost identical to that of
point-vortex theory with identical relativeL2-errors.

How much do the results depend on the Reynolds nu
ber, and in particular how well do the crude closure dyna
ics approximate the true solution for large Reynolds numb
We setn50.001 and run the simulation up tot51000—until
that time 10 000 random vortices have been added. Ag
under the constant bombardment with random like sign
vortices, the flow undergoes a transient incoherent stage
a large vortex emerges and completely fills the square
Fig. 6 we see the huge increase in the vorticity up to 1
while the large scale Reynolds number att51000 is close to
365,000. Beyond the initial perturbed flow configuration
the emerging vortex correlates extremely well—the corre
tion is smaller than 0.003—with both statistical states. In
lower two frames of Fig. 6, we see the remarkable perf

FIG. 5. Comparison with crude closure dynamics during vortex build
from zero, with Newtonian dissipationn50.01. Top left: energyE ~plain!

and approximate energyĒ predicted by the point-vortex theory~dashed!;
top right: maximal vorticityuvumax; middle left: error in velocity using the
point-vortex theory, Err~v,v* ! ~plain! and Err~v,v̄! ~dashed, upper curve!;
middle right: error in vorticity using the point-vortex theory, Err~v,v* !
~plain! and Err(v,v̄) ~dashed, upper curve!; bottom left: error in velocity
using the energy-enstrophy theory, Err~v,v* ! ~plain! and Err~v,v̄! ~dashed,
upper curve!; bottom right: error in vorticity using the energy-enstroph
theory, Err~v,v* ! ~plain! and Err(v,v̄) ~dashed!.
3437M. J. Grote and A. J. Majda
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mance of the crude closure algorithm for the point-vor
statistical theory. The relative errors are again about 3%
the velocity and 6% for the vorticity. The errors obtain
using the Sinh–Poisson statistical states with the energy
circulation matched with the exact solution are about h
these values. The energy-enstrophy theory again perfo
similarly to the point-vortex theory. Although the flow ha
not reached statistical equilibrium yet, we observe a cons
decrease in the relative errors with increasing time.

C. Forcing by alternating or opposite signed vortices

Here we attempt to explore the limits of the statistic
theory by increasing the intensity of the external forcin
First, we will bombard the large scale vortex with localiz
vortices of opposite sign to destroy the initially cohere
structure and force the flow into a transient incoherent
gime. Again we will see that the crude closure algorithm
able to bridge this chaotic state and predict the emergenc
the new vortical super-structure with opposite sign. Seco
we will force the flow out of its statistical state by strong
perturbing it with random localized vortices of alternatin
sign, and test the performance of the crude closure algori
as we increase the intensity in the bombardment.

In Fig. 7 we display snapshots at selected timet
50,10,20,30,40,50, of the vorticity, as we bombard the i
tial Sinh–Poisson state with small vortices of opposite s
and constant amplitudeuAu51. Here the initial maximal ve-
locity was about 3.8 andn50.01, leading to a Reynold
number Re.2500. The large vortex structure, initially rota
ing clockwise, begins to desintegrate and is completely
stroyed byt520. Under the incessant action of the extern
forcing, the flow lingers in an incoherent intermediate sta
reverses its direction, and slowly starts to rebuild a la
vortical structure with opposite sign. The graph of the circ
lation, shown in Fig. 8, clearly demonstrates the change

FIG. 6. Comparison with crude closure dynamics during vortex build
from zero, with Newtonian dissipationn50.001. Top left: maximal vorticity
uvumax; top right: correlation Corr@v,sinh(bc)# ~plain! and Corr~v,c!
~dashed, upper curve!; bottom left: error in velocity using the point-vorte
theory, Err~v,v* ! ~plain! and Err~v,v̄! ~dashed, upper curve!; bottom right:
error in vorticity using the point-vortex theory, Err~v,v* ! ~plain! and
Err(v,v̄) ~dashed, upper curve!.
3438 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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direction in rotation as the circulation goes through ze
Since the macrostates of the energy-enstrophy theory
only defined up to a sign, we had to impose the change
sign of the circulation in the exact solution in Eq.~10!. In
that same frame we display the evolution of the circulat

p

FIG. 7. Snapshots of the vorticity att50,10,20,30,40,50, during flow rever
sal, with Newtonian dissipationn50.01.

FIG. 8. Comparison with crude closure dynamics during flow reversal, w
Newtonian dissipationn50.01. Top left: maximal vorticityuvumax; top
right: circulationG ~plain! and approximate circulationḠ predicted by the
point-vortex theory~dashed!; middle left: error in velocity Err~v,v* ! using
the point-vortex~plain! or the energy-enstrophy theory~dashed!; middle
right: error in vorticity Err~v,v* ! using the point-vortex~plain! or the
energy-enstrophy theory~dashed!; bottom left: error in velocity using the
point-vortex theory, Err~v,v* ! ~plain! and Err~v,v̄! ~dashed!; bottom right:
correlation Corr@v,sinh(bc)# ~plain! and Corr~v,c! ~dashed!.
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predicted by the crude closure algorithm using the po
vortex statistical theory: It is difficult to distinguish betwee
the exact and the predicted values, which demonstrates a
the remarkable accuracy in the prediction of the crude c
sure dynamics. In the lower four frames in Fig. 8, all vario
error measures of either the velocity or the vorticity disp
relative errors beyond 100% during the transient stag
where the flow velocity is close to zero and totally incoh
ent. However, once past the transient stages, the erro
velocity and vorticity are about 5% and 10%, respective
for either statistical theory, whether we use the matched
ues ofE andG from the exact solution or the valuesĒ andḠ
predicted by the crude closure dynamics. We note the qu
tative difference in the initial vortex structure, with a tight
concentrated center, and the later vortex, with tame value
the vorticity spread out up to the boundaries of the squ
Thus due to its higher versatility in adapting to various si
ations, the Sinh–Poisson solution outperforms the Tay
vortices in the initial tightly packed vortex configuratio
The comparable performance of both statistical theories
the reconstruction phase corroborates the results in the
vious section during the build-up from zero.

Next, we consider the same initial Sinh–Poisson so
tion, but strongly perturb the flow by vortices with alterna
ing signs and constant amplitude equal to 5% of the ini
maximal vorticity. Here the viscous coefficient was set
n50.001, which led to a Reynolds number close to 25 0
Figure 9 depicts the evolution of the flow with snapshots
the vorticity at selected timest50,20,40,60,80,100. In con

FIG. 9. Snapshots of the vorticity att50,20,40,60,80,100, during bombard
ment with localized vortices of alternating sign and amplitude equal to
of initial maximal vorticity uvumax.21.1, with Newtonian dissipation
n50.001.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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trast to the behavior during pure decay or build-up from ze
here the vorticity distribution remains tightly packed in th
center of the square. In Fig. 10 the correlation with the T
lor vortex is quite poor, around 0.1, versus a correlat
around 0.02, obtained using the Sinh–Poisson solution. A
consequence, the errors in velocity obtained with the ene
enstrophy statistical theory are quite large, slightly abo
20%, when compared with the excellent performance of
crude closure based on the point-vortex theory, which yie
relative errors of only 6%. We omit showing the comparis
between the exact energy and the evolution predicted by
crude dynamics in the context of the point-vortex theory,
the curves are barely distinguishable. Instead, we graph
evolution of the energy predicted by the crude closure ba
on the energy-enstrophy theory which, despite its poorer p
formance, tracks the energy within relative errors below 6

Finally, we attempt to push the statistical theory to
limits by repeating the above numerical experiment, yet w
the magnitude of the localized vortices augmented to 20%
the maximal initial vorticity. In Fig. 11 we display contour
of the vorticity at selected timest50,20,40,60,80,100, which
show the perturbed state of the evolving flow as the la
scale vortex leaves the center of the square and navig
about the domain while shedding small vortical structur
As to be expected in this violent regime, both statistical th
ries correlate rather poorly with the evolving flow, and le
to errors over 50% in the velocity and the vorticity. How
ever, the surprising result in Fig. 12 is the ability of the cru
closure dynamics to track bulk features of the flow, such
the energy and the circulation, quite accurately despite
poor correlation with the statistical equilibrium states.

IV. DAMPED AND DRIVEN FLOWS WITH EKMAN
DRAG

With the strong evidence presented in the previous s
tion for the merit of the crude closure dynamics in damp

FIG. 10. Comparison with crude closure dynamics during bombardm
with localized vortices of alternating sign and amplitude equal to 5%
initial maximal vorticity uvumax.21.1, with Newtonian dissipationn50.001.
Top left: maximal vorticityuvumax; top right: correlation Corr@v,sinh(bc)#
~plain! and Corr~v,c! ~dashed, upper curve!; bottom left: error in velocity
Err~v,v* ! using the point-vortex~plain! or the energy-enstrophy theor
~dashed, upper curve!; bottom right: energyE ~plain! and approximate en-
ergy Ē predicted by the energy-enstrophy theory~dashed, upper curve!.
3439M. J. Grote and A. J. Majda
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and driven flows with Newtonian dissipation, it is natural
ask whether a similar behavior can be expected with Ekm
drag, which is the typical large scale dissipative mechan
in geophysical flows. The crucial difference between th
two types of dissipation is that Ekman drag dissipates ene
at all scales equally, whereas Newtonian viscosity dissip
much more strongly at the smaller scales. This clearly v
lates our initial assumptions in Sec. I. Moreover, Ekman d
does not provide any inherent smoothing mechanism and
flows tend to be quite rough and noisy. Still, we shall refra
from utilizing any type of artificial dissipation—although th
exponential filter can be interpreted as a hyperviscosity,
effect is extremely weak and its sole purpose is to guara
stability of the numerical scheme. By using a finer compu
tional mesh one can postpone but not avoid the issue
underresolution.

In the absence of forcing, the crude closure algorit
tracks the energy and the circulation exactly, since their e
lution is fully determined by Eqs.~17! and ~18!. Yet, as
pointed out by Majda and Holen,3 the large-time behavior o
solutions with Ekman drag is determined by the finite tim
behavior of the inviscid Euler equations through a sim
change of variables. Thus for moderately large values od,
little statistical mixing occurs and the approximate dynam
fail to replicate the large-time behavior of purely decayi
solutions with Ekman drag.

We shall now briefly discuss the results obtained w
Ekman drag as we subject the flow to a series of tests sim
to that performed in the previous section with random ex

FIG. 11. Snapshots of the vorticity att50,20,40,60,80,100, during bom
bardment with localized vortices of alternating sign and amplitude equa
20% of initial maximal vorticityuvumax.21.1, with Newtonian dissipation
n50.001.
3440 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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nal forcing. We begin with a zero flow situation and bom
bard the flow with like sign random vortices of consta
amplitudeuAu51. We set the Ekman drag coefficient tod
50.01 and initialize the crude closure dynamics withĒ50
and Ḡ50. Again we observe the appearance of a large sc
vortical structure emerging from the initially chaotic stage
Figure 13 shows the large increase in vorticity under
incessant action of the external forcing. Despite the rou
flow features, the emerging large scale vortex correlates w
both statistical macrostates within 0.25, a significant i
provement over a situation of pure decay. The relative err

FIG. 12. Comparison with crude closure dynamics during bombardm
with localized vortices of alternating sign and amplitude equal to 20%
initial maximal vorticity uvumax.21.1, with Newtonian dissipationn50.001.
Top left: maximal vorticityuvumax; top right: correlation Corr@v,sinh(bc)#
~plain! and Corr~v,c! ~dashed, upper curve!; bottom left: error in velocity
Err~v,v* ! using the point-vortex~plain! or the energy-enstrophy theor
~dashed, upper curve!; bottom right: energyE ~plain! and approximate en-
ergy Ē predicted by the point-vortex theory~dashed, upper curve!.

to

FIG. 13. Comparison with crude closure dynamics during vortex build
from zero, with Ekman dragd50.01. Top left: maximal vorticityuvumax;
top right: correlation Corr@v,sinh(bc)# ~plain! and Corr~v,c! ~dashed!; bot-
tom left: error in velocity using the point-vortex theory, Err~v,v* ! ~plain!
and Err~v,v̄! ~dashed!; bottom right: error in vorticity using the point-vortex
theory, Err~v,v* ! ~plain! and Err(v,v̄) ~dashed!.
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in velocity settle around 10% for large times. Again we o
serve the same two key features that we found with Newt
ian dissipation in Sec. III B. First, the energy-enstrophy a
the point-vortex statistical theories perform equally well in
situation of vortex build-up from zero. Second, the cru
closure dynamics bridge the initial stages remarkably w
and predict the evolution of bulk features such as the ene
and enstrophy with such accuracy that the exact and the
dicted values cannot be distinguished on the graph.

Next, we consider the initial Sinh–Poisson state w
uvumax.3.8 anduvumax.21.1, and strongly perturb the flow
by bombarding it with localized vortices of alternate sign a
constant amplitudeuAu55%. In Fig. 14 we show the evolu
tion of the maximal vorticity and we note that the flo
poorly correlates with the statistical equilibrium states
larger times, yet we note the consistent superior performa
of the point-vortex theory. Due to the extremely low Ekm
drag coefficient equal tod50.001, the energy barely chang
during the numerical experiment. Despite the poor corre
tion with the instantaneous numerical solution, it is hard
distinguish between the exact energy and the value predi
by the crude closure dynamics based on the point-vo
theory. Even the energy predicted by the crude closure
namics, based on the energy-enstrophy statistical theory
viates from the exact value by at most 3%. Therefore,
statistical states determined by the crude closure dynam
essentially coincide with the macrostates obtained by dire
matching the energy and circulation of the exact soluti
The relative errors in velocity reflect a similar behavior w
errors up to 20% for the Sinh–Poisson solutions and slig
below 40% for the Taylor vortices.

V. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

We have devised crude dynamic closure algorith
based on large scale equilibrium statistical theories with

FIG. 14. Comparison with crude closure dynamics during bombardm
with localized vortices of alternating sign and amplitude equal to 5%
initial maximal vorticity uvumax.21.1, with Ekman dragd50.001. Top left:
maximal vorticity uvumax; top right: energyE ~plain! and approximate en-
ergy Ē predicted by the point-vortex theory~dashed!; bottom left: error in
velocity Err~v,v* ! using the point-vortex~plain! or the energy-enstrophy
theory ~dashed!; bottom right: correlation Corr@v,sinh(bc)# ~plain! and
Corr~v,c! ~dashed!.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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constraints and have tested these algorithms systemati
through comparison with the full numerical solution of su
cessively more stringent test problems. All of these te
demonstrate that the two-parameter dynamic closure a
rithm always accurately tracks the evolution of energy a
circulation, even in regimes where assumptions~1! and ~2!
of Sec. I are strongly violated. This feature enables the a
rithm to compute, as described in the last numerical exp
ment of Sec. III, through a dynamic transition from two r
gimes where assumptions~1! and ~2! are strongly satisfied
and restore high accuracy in time. Similar remarks apply
the energy and the single-parameter closure. We found h
accuracy within roughly 5% and 10% velocity errors, resp
tively, for the crude two-parameter and one-parameter c
sure theories for the situation with Newtonian viscosity a
moderately large Reynolds numbers. As expected from
theoretical considerations in Majda and Holen,3 we found
somewhat larger errors for the situation from Sec. IV, wh
Ekman drag dissipation is utilized instead of numerical v
cosity. However, we anticipate improvements in velocity
rors for the crude dynamics, which are comparable to
situation with Newtonian viscosity, for dissipation mech
nisms which involve a sum of Ekman drag dissipation a
higher order hyperviscosity so that scale selective dissipa
takes place. The authors are currently studying this issue

Given the encouraging results presented in this pa
involving crude dynamical closure modeling based on la
scale statistical theory, it is important to point out some lim
tations of the approach. The most important limitation
volves the requirement of strong mixing or ergodicity of t
flow field. This issue was circumvented here through the
of a simple rectangular geometry and small scale rand
forcing with an essentially uniform distribution of location
on the square and also by considering perturbations of la
scale statistical states as initial data. For more realistic g
physical flows involving theb-effect, topography, and larg
scale forcing, distinct mixing regions can emerge throug
combination of these effects.2,15,16 It is very interesting to
devise crude dynamics based on statistical theories w
can account for these new physical effects. The authors
currently pursuing these issues and will report on them e
where in the near future.

Recently other closure theories have been develo
from different statistical considerations and applied to
situation of pure decay.17,18 It would be interesting to com-
pare these methods with the crude closure algorithms der
here in the context of damped and driven flows. In contr
to these closure procedures, the crude closure dynamic
gorithm developed in Sec. II does not involve any ad h
treatment of the small scales.
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